Prepare tasty coffee in the wink of an eye
Introduction
To make the coffee taste good we need to know the proper way of preparing it and for this
purpose we need to get hold of a coffee maker. However, it is not an easy task to get hold of the
coffee maker that suits our needs. Though, our problems will be solved if, we make a little effort
to search for high quality coffee makers online. One such coffee maker waiting to serve our
needs is the Hamilton Beach 47950. This is a 12-Cup BrewStation Dispensing Drip coffee
maker from Hamilton Beach.
It is capable of brewing more than one cup of coffee and producing one cup of coffee at a time.
The warming heater present is capable of maintaining the temperature of the coffee. It also
comes with an auto shut off feature which is adjustable. It also gives us versatile brewing options
to choose from, small, regular or bold batch option. This is the perfect product for those who are
a lover of iced coffee.
Pros


It is very easy to use this coffee maker as the water reservoir is very easy to remove and
refill with water.



The main advantage of using this coffee maker is we don’t need to taste a burnt flavor
coffee anymore.



It also comes without pitcher or carafe.

Cons


Not many complaints are received against this product. However, we are not very
satisfied with the temperature of the coffee.



The taste is good but not awesome as promised by the advertisement.



We also need to scrub the metal plate after using it for a few days.

Feature overview
The Hamilton Beach 47950 is more a brew station style coffee maker than a traditional coffee
maker. It can brew as many as 12 cups and give one fresh and hot cup of coffee as an end
product. We can relax as there is no need of filling, pouring, breaking or burnt flavor of coffee as
the product is without any carafe.

Unlike other coffee makers we don’t need to remove the top and pour water as the reservoir
remains at the side. The clever design of the reservoir makes is capable of brewing more than
one cup. It also comes with a water level marker that helps in filling up little amounts of water.
It makes coffee in the same way we do. All we need to do is add sufficient water, a paper
separator and crush the coffee. It is also capable of brewing iced coffee or hot coffee according
to our choice. The product has a separate iced coffee mode.
Who should buy this?
If you are a coffee lover and want to bring change to your coffee drinking experience each time
you sit with a cup, then go for the Hamilton Beach 47950. You can simply fill the water, add the
paper separator and enjoy your coffee being made within seconds. This is also a very helpful
device when you are planning of evening snacks, party and need to serve different types of
coffee according to the invitees wish.
What we liked?
The main reason why we liked this product so much is that it is capable of brewing as many as
12 coffees. Moreover, the coffee stays fresh and warm for longer. This means we can refill our
cup more often and taste warm and delicious coffee each time. Also, as this is a dispenser type
coffee maker so, we can fill a coffee cup of any size we want to.
What we didn’t like?
Everything has a negative side and Hamilton Beach 47950 is also not an exception. Though it
promised to keep coffee hot for a longer period of time, but the scenario is not the same as
promised. We need to warm up the coffee each time after the first cup. The advertisement ‘no
metal plate to scorch the coffee’ as wrong, because, after using the coffee maker for a few days
the metal plate must be scrubbed to remove coffee stains.
Competition
This is the first ever coffee maker from Hamilton Beach that comes without a carafe. This is also
pocket friendly than its competitors like Keurig. It also gives us the world’s easiest method of
filling up our cup of coffee.
The last drop
We found Hamilton Beach 47950 as the best coffee maker for heavy coffee consumers. We can
prepare coffee effortlessly as it comes without a carafe. The water reservoir is also easily
removable and the coffee maker is capable of brewing up to 12 cups of coffee. According to us
the ratings are as follows:
Build quality: 5/10

Brew quality: 3/10
Price: $44.99
Features: 5/10
Accessories: 4/10
Overall: 6/10

